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Historical perspectives

L Foulds

Key conceptual advances

Science 1976; 194:23-8.Science 1976; 194:23-8.
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Next generation sequencing: 

new insights into tumour heterogeneity

NGS: rapid & inexpensive massive sequencing

1.Genetic diversity is seen early and is extensive

2.Sustained generation of new genetic variants

3.Major events with sudden generation of new 

diversity (kaetagis & chromothripsis)

Charles Swanton and colleagues:     Gerlinger et al N Engl J Med. 2012;366:883-92.

Charles Swanton and colleagues:     Gerlinger et al N Engl J Med. 2012;366:883-92.

Evolutionary events can occur in different places . . .

. . . generating two [or more] genetic compartments

Next generation sequencing: 

new insights into tumour heterogeneity

NGS: rapid & inexpensive massive sequencing

1.Genetic diversity is seen early and is extensive

2.Sustained generation of new genetic variants

3.Major events with sudden generation of new 

diversity (kaetagis & chromothripsis)

Chromothripsis

Innumerable genomic 

rearrangements occur 

in a cataclysmic 

cellular crises
Stephens et al Massive Genomic 

Rearrangement Acquired in a 

Single Catastrophic Event during 

Cancer Development. Cell 2011; 

144: 27–40.

From the Greek

Chromos, chromosome 

thripsis, shattering into pieces



Kataegis (Gk: thunder)

A pattern of localized hypermutation identified 

in some cancer genomes. 

Cell. 2012 May 25; 149(5-10): 979–993.

Cascading mutation & developing genetic 

diversity during tumour progression

Traditional view of cancer:

a cell-autonomous result of cumulative 

genetic mutations Stress & environmental responses 

as drivers of diversity?

Diverse constraints affect the 

evolution of somatic cells

Greaves & Maley Nature 2012;481:406-410 

One key 

stress is 

therapy!

Nature 2012; 

488:462-3



Greaves & Maley Nature 2012;481:406-410 Greaves & Maley Nature 2012;481:406-410 

British Journal of Cancer (2010) 103, 1139–1143

Therapeutic intervention 

Destroys cancer clones and provide a potent 

selective pressure for the expansion of resistant 

variants that abrogate therapeutic effect

•Second site mutations

•Mutations and altered expression elsewhere in 

pathways 

•Mutations and altered expression in parallel 

pathways  

Theory or reality?

Jones et al. Evolution of an adenocarcinoma in response to

selection by targeted kinase inhibitors. Genome Biology 2010, 11:R82 

Pretreatment

Jones et al. Evolution of an adenocarcinoma in response to

selection by targeted kinase inhibitors. Genome Biology 2010, 11:R82 

Post-treatment



AML relapse is associated with 

•new mutations

•clonal evolution, 

•shaped by the chemotherapy

•The AML genome in an individual patient is a ‘moving target’

•eradication of the founding clone and all of its subclones is 

required to achieve cures

Ding et al Nature 2012;481:506-510

Intra-tumour heterogeneity and drug 

resistance: To overcome . . . ?

• Comprehensive sampling techniques and 

measuring heterogeneity

• Monitoring dynamic changes of clonal 

composition to guide drug therapy

– Does clonal diversity correlate with poor response?

• Therapeutic strategies exploiting clonal 

competition

• Exploiting genomic instability

• Sophisticated & expensive multi-agent regimen

Intratumor Heterogeneity:

Seeing the Wood for the Trees

Yap, Gerlinger, Futreal, Pusztai & Swanton. A trunk-branch model of intratumor 

heterogeneity. Science Translational Medicine 2012;4:127
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Intra-tumour heterogeneity and drug 

resistance: To overcome or to sidestep?

• Economics and epidemiology argue against 

the case for targeting late disease!

• The burden of cancer falls predominantly in 

the low and middle-income countries (>80% 

of the disability-adjusted life years lost 

worldwide are in those countries), yet < 5% of 

cancer care resources are spent in those 

regions.   
Kanavos P. The rising burden of cancer in the developing 

world.  Ann Oncol. 2006;17 Suppl 8:viii15-viii23.

Intra-tumour heterogeneity and drug 

resistance: To overcome . . . or to sidestep?

• There will be success stories . . . . but . . . . 

• the proposition that cures will become the 

norm in the management of established 

malignancy is not compelling!



Intra-tumour heterogeneity and drug 

resistance: To overcome . . . or to sidestep?

• There will be success stories . . . . but

• the proposition that cures will become the 

norm in the management of established 

malignancy is not compelling!

“ . . . I'm simply 

saying that life ... 

finds a way”

Tumour heterogeneity: 

what it means for therapy

The only logical approach would focus on:

•Prevention

•Screening

•Early detection

•Early treatment

•Detailed definition of clonal structure & 

mutational spectra in real time and tailoring of 

treatment to this

Outline and key points

• Historical perspectives

• Cancer as an evolutionary process

• New insights from next generation sequencing

• Enhanced understanding of intra-tumoural 

genetic diversity

• Modulators of clonal diversity

• Therapeutic implications . . .

• Strategic imperatives in cancer research


